
handles designed
specifically for children.
They are easy to hold and
maneuver while
encouraging kids to
develop early flossing
habits. 

144/Box
8520625   Assorted Colors [200275500] 

FLOSS FIX
AB DENTAL TRENDS

The Floss Fix enables contact-free
floss dispensing. The smooth, clean
contours facilitate surface disinfection. The
dispenser includes cutter shields that can detach
for autoclaving. It is wall mounted and requires no
counter space. Floss Fix accepts most brands of
200 yard floss spools.

9508412   White [1.4W]
9508414   Teal [1.4T]

WILD FLOSSERS
DENTAL FLOSS
JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Wild Flossers have fun dinosaur-shaped plastic

672 100% price transparency • visit darby.com or download our app to access your current pricing and start saving today!

WATERPIK POWER
FLOSSER
WATERPIK 

Waterpik Power Flossers are as effective as
string floss plus they reduce bleeding gums,
inflammation and plaque. There are 10,000
gentle strokes per minute that removes
plaque above and below the gumline. 

Flosser, AA Battery, 15 Disposable Flossing Tips
8380584  [20014202]

Standard Tips FT-01, 30/Pkg.
8380582   [20008972]

WATERPIK POWER
WHITENING FLOSSER
WATERPIK 

Floss and brighten your teeth the easy
way. The Waterpik Power Whitening
Flosser has mint-flavored tips coated
with a special whitening agent for
brightening areas between the teeth.
It also reduces bleeding gums,
inflammation and plaque. The 10,000
gentle strokes per minute remove
plaque above and below the gumline
while the flexible nylon tip slips easily between
teeth and is gentle enough to use every day. 

Flosser, AA Battery, 45 Mint-Flavored Whitening
Tips, 2 Hygienic Sleeves for Multiple Users
8380580  [20014203]

Preventive Products Dental Floss • Dental Floss Accessories

YOUR GUMS MATTER
VARIETY PACK
SUNSTAR BUTLER

Your Gums Matter variety
pack contains 6 different
interdental cleaners in a
convenient multi-product
dispensing box. The box is
designed to be placed on
the counter in the operatory, or easily accessible in
the sample cabinet. The products in this kit are
ideal for patients who do not floss and would like
an easy-to-use alternative option. 

Variety Pack: 12 (3 pack) Eez-Thru Flossers, 
10 Wide Proxabrush Go-Betweens Cleaners, 
10 Tight Proxabrush Go-Betweens Cleaners, 20 
(5 pack) Original Soft-Picks, 20 Wide Soft-Picks,
12 Starter Size Butler Weave Mint Waxed Floss
8110366  [KIT40P]                                                

DENTAL FLOSS
HOLDER
E-Z FLOSS

E-Z Floss' Dental Holder has a unique
design and small size that makes
interdental plaque control E-Z for all
ages, particularly those with dexterity
problems. Also, the holder is a great tool for
teaching young children good flossing habits kids
love the "FLOSSMAN" design. 

9900860  Green [HO-P-GR]
9900862  Blue [HO-P-BL]

BRIDGEAID DENTAL FLOSS
THREADER
FLOSSAID

BridgeAid is used for
flossing under bridges
and braces, the unique
dental floss threader is endorsed by oral
hygienists.  

10/Envelope, 100 Envelopes/Box
9509715   [TDPS]

DENTAL FLOSS
ACCESSORIES

FLOSSAID DENTAL FLOSS
HOLDER
FLOSSAID

Flossaid Dental Floss 
Holder is an excellent 
dental hygiene tool. The holder has an angled
head and long handle, so not one tooth space is
neglected or incompletely flossed. Flossaid makes
flossing easy. 

Dental Floss Holder
9509712   [HBPS]

FLOSS DISPENSER
JOHNSON & JOHNSON

This plastic dental floss
dispenser is a refillable
floss dispensing system

GUM FLOSSMATE
FLOSS HOLDER
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The GUM Flossmate Floss Handle is
designed to make between-teeth
cleaning simple, fast and effective. It
holds the floss at the right tension in an
easy-to-grip handle allowing the focus to be on
the cleaning action between the teeth, rather than
managing the floss around the fingers. Mastering
the flossing technique can be challenging but
using the GUM Flossmate floss handle simplifies
between-tooth cleaning. 

12/Pkg.
8110614    [845P]

LISTERINE ULTRACLEAN
ACCESS FLOSSER
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 

Get to hard to reach places with the
Listerine Ultraclean Access Flosser. The
long, ergonomic handle and non-slip grip
helps to reach back teeth. The high-
tenacity yarn withstands breakage. 

Flosser, 48/Box
8520730  [44028]
                
Refill Head, 28/Box
8520732   [44019]

that is equipped with a short blade to customize
the length of floss or tape.

Plastic Dispenser
8520820  [2736]

PROXYSOFT
PROXYSOFT 

ProxySoft is a 3-in-1 Floss designed to be a daily
floss with a regular size soft yarn proxy brush and
threader. There is a smaller size proxy brush
section. Periodontal Floss has an extra thick soft
yarn proxy brush and threader. The Bridge and
Implant Cleaner is designed to be a daily cleaning 
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